
Gary track 	 12/23/94 
The Sixth }door 
411 Elm St., 
Dallas, TX 75202-3301 

Boar Gory, 

Thanks for the excellent review of the Beverly Oliver fiction. 

It is more effective becauue it is gentle, so easy on her and the literary whore 

who did her writing for her. 

But I'm :sure the horning stews would not publish such a review of the book that 

exposed the; biggest of the sycophantic suedess, Case Closed. 

No paper has. 

The reaction I continue to get for Case Openzeflects that there is a 'ergo market 
1,1  

for books exposil 
ithe ythology, official and unofficial. 

Yesterday I got three more letters thanking and praising me for it. Almost all 

say thanks, which in new. Not that thanks were not reflected earlier. Now almost 

all articulate it. 

Ind III still getting several calls at least 1p every week. SoMetime still 

two or three a day. 

I've no idea what the sale has been. I as(sild several weeks ago and have no 

response. 

In the hundreds of letters I've gotten, only one negative, from that luftmensch 

Jiloore. I caught him lying about his own book in it. I've not had any reaction:from 

hied to what 1: rote him. 

In this I'm  trying to indicate to you and for your people what is reflected in 

this reaction. Aside from the articulation of thanks, which is in almost every letter, 

also in almost all people tell me their age, that they had not been born or were quite 

young when JFK was assassination. The oldest Iyecall of the majority who say this is 

a man who said he was 12. I do hear from older people but the vast majority are young and 

make it a point to tell me how young. This mans they were not old enough for full 

appreciation of what happened.LOLOI LA- it4 
It aIao means that the revisionism is not working 1004. A boy who made it a point 

to tell mo he was only JO 10 concluded his letter, "He left us something." 

Thanks for the fine job and for sending me a copy. 
hope  y,u have a good holiday and that we all have a better year ahead, 


